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"4 of 5 stars overall, 5 for originality....make the world and the opportunities for animating
beautiful sequences a real selling point....keep it up!" --Jonny Perl for Rob Minkoff, director "The
Lion King".Corporate-backed, black ops, they fed the world to the worms.Armed to their greedy
teeth with genetic weaponry and temporal spy-tech... Diplomats like Oxridge College's Skall,
Dor, and Dimmack... These geniuses alone can oppose them.Skall has his time machine
calibrated to nudge history's path a bit. But he didn't foresee a trio of time-tripping deities with
their own agendas. --Of how they want to use humanity, and lesser magic beings, too.So,
seeming invulnerable enemies are squeezing both sides of history, and the human race itself.
The thinnest thread of hope is intuitive mastery of mythic time. Which music-scholars -- aka
bards -- alone possess.Pray, that one of the fatcats miscalculates, somehow, somewhere,
sometime.A 5-minute, animated, trailer can be seen at Ebook Tops.com/author/swwilcox. That's
an excerpt from the 100min. Previs film I made, where all scenes, dialogue, and music were
tested for fluidity. It is not, however, a version for commercial release. Rather, it's aimed at a
future director's use, as a reference.
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J Hofer, “I thought a long time on how best to try and describe this one. OK. I thought a long time
on how best to try and describe this one, but find it hard to explain or categorize. Dr. Who meets
Scooby Doo, perhaps? Maybe. Maybe not…I confess feeling like a stranger in a strange land, as
that’s about the sum scope of my Sci-Fi reading. Working my way through this one, I felt like a
farm girl who had never seen anything other than corn fields and a one-room school house,
suddenly stumbling into an amusement park full of bright lights, loud music and fun houses —
disoriented and overwhelmed most of the time, wondering repeatedly what in the world was
going on, but occasionally delighted by the chaos.Having only read a handful of scripts, graphic
novels, comics and science fiction novels, I don’t feel at all qualified to judge the work of Mr.
Wilcox, but feel inspired to give him 4 stars just for his originality. I can safely say I’ve never read
anything like it before!”

Kameron, “Dragons, guitars, and time travel!. Dragons, guitars, and time travel! (Minor spoiler in
this review – Beware)This was different. And when I say that I mean different in a good way, like
dragons, guitars, and time travel different. A breath of fresh fantasy and sci-fi air.Skall and Dor
are attempting to remedy present day world issues by going back in time and altering the course
of history. And it sure is quite a ride! The tale was non-stop adventure, with twists and the proper
dosage of suspense, like when I thought Dor died but it was only her android. Ultimately, this
was a fun story and an exciting mashup of two of my favorite genres.”

math_guy51, “Great Fun ! Vastly improved version of Bards of Fantasia !. Much more readable
and easier to follow !A very unique genre: blending Arthurian legend with time-travel Science-
Fiction and MUSIC the golden gifts from the GODS !In this unique work BARDS take the role of
HEROES !This concept creatively turns the perception of HERO upside down. You might say
Homer and Odysseus blend together to become one and the same character ... Great
work ...I've very much enjoyed it !”

Christy Nicholas, “This was a great YA romp and engaging story. Time travel, fantasy, high
action, and a liberal dose of historical fact sprinkled in among the dragon sprites. This was a
great YA romp and engaging story. The paradox paradigm of time-traveling ‘fixers’ to save the
present had a fun echo of the Sarah Jane Adventures and Time Bandits mixed together. It's a
highly enjoyable adventure/YA love story.”

ADHDFamilyFun, “An interesting and funny read.. Dor and Skall are witnesses to a great
destruction at the end of time, driven by an ancient red-hooded sorceress intent on the
destruction of man. With their electric guitars, songwriting and ninja skills they jump through a
portal back in time to attempt to change the past which will change the future which will make
the trip to the past unnecessary, er, and I rub my templs and quip with Captain Janeway, that



time travel makes the head hurt.The Norse and British demi-gods vie for mastery and love while
Dor and Skall try to stay alive long enough to make friends and influence the movers and
shakers of the skies. But will their time-changing machinations and their songwriting skills save
them from the master of the underworld and a fate worse than, but including, death?
Content:Drug Content:PG-13 - There are several drunken parties while cavorting through the
past, but overall not a lot..Violence:PG - There are several scenes involving war and a few
brawls that take place.Language:G - Relatively clean.Adult Content:PG - There's a scene where
Skall is enthralled by a goddess and heads off to her bedchamber. There's a scene where the
Norns discuss mating.Christian content:Nada. There's a scene where Christian warriors are
battling the pagan forces. For the most part the only gods depicted in this novella are the Norse
ones of Fire, Ice, Death, and the Sea. Frost-Hel, Etain, Gyn, Deirdru, Angus, Mannanan, Dovnu,
the Norns, and the World-Tree people the past and fight each other for mastery of the all-
important World-Tree and its many dimensions.Final analysis:Each chapter in this book began
with sketches of the action inside, and it reads like a screenplay, which it devolved from. The
action is quick and gripping, and the many worlds visited are panoramic in view. The World-
building is immersive, and the humor and interplay outstanding. But the characters in the story
were a bit wooden to me and could have used better dimension, the gods and supporting cast
were almost one-dimensional. The stakes were high, of course, the fate of all the dimensions,
but the action was a bit jerky for my taste. Focus went from one gripping scene to a quick flight or
rescue, to another crisis without any real transition.I found the world-building stellar, the plot
outstanding, but the character development and pacing unfortunately in need of fleshing out.
This could have found a home as a trilogy, with the amount of action it contained, but in its brief
form it was a bit like a sped up movie, panoramic and epic and all-too-soon over. Four Stars.”

An occasional guitarist, “A multi-era, multi-media experience. "Bards of Fantasia: A Poem for
Britain" is a time traveling extravaganza that ranges from the 22nd century CE to prehistoric
times. Students in a future English university, Skall and Dor, set out to solve ancient mysteries
and riddles, thereby changing the past and saving their war-torn, toxic present. Along the way,
they meet with with a large cast of supernatural and science fiction-ish characters, including
several gods and goddesses (Hel's walk-on part was one of my favorites).This story, with its
"hero-minstrel" theme, is reminiscent of Michael Moorcock in his Hawkwind phase. Here's a
sample quote to give you a flavor: "Skall quickly cased his rare electric guitar just before a large
wave soaked him thoroughly, then reached for his time-controller, frantically pushing the
bleeping buttons."The prose was a bit difficult for me to navigate at times, but that's largely
because of its adherence to screenplay conventions. Put on your mental 3-D glasses for this
one. With its illustrations, visual imagery and focus on the power of music, it needs to be judged
more as a multi-media artifact than as a novel per se. In fact, the story exists as a film as well. In
whatever form it takes, "Bards of Fantasia" overflows with energy and creativity.I am voluntarily
reviewing this book; thanks to the author for sharing a copy with me.”



Colleen, “Would make a great action film. I was initially puzzled reading Bards of Fantasia
because it doesn't read like a run of the mill fantasy novel - not at all. In fact it reads like an action
comic, with its rollercoaster plot, wide ranging scenarios and characters, and very imaginative
fantasy elements. The explanation is that this novel is in fact a screenplay - and then everything
falls into place. As a screenplay (or as an action comic) the book is just perfect - lots of things
happening to lots of people, lots of ooh-ahh moments, and holding it together, a pretty plausible
conception of time travel - not unlike Dr Who. I hope it makes it to film.”

The book by S.W. Wilcox has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 15 people have provided feedback.
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